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NEURAL CIRCUITRY OF ANXIETY AND
STRESS DISORDERS

MICHAEL DAVIS

BRAIN SYSTEMS IN THE GENERATION OF
FEAR AND ANXIETY

Role of the Amygdala

Many data now indicate that the amygdala, along with its
many efferent connections, is critically involved in emotion.
Although the amygdala complex is generally defined by sev-
eral distinct groups of cells, including the lateral, basal, ac-
cessory basal central, medial, and cortical nuclei, new data
indicate that it is more useful to think of the amygdala as
the basolateral amygdala (Bla) and to think of its several
target areas as parts of a broader network that subserve more
specialized functions (Fig. 64.1). The Bla receives sensory
information from the thalamus, cortex (169), and ventral
hippocampus (54) and then activates or modulates synaptic
transmission in target areas appropriate for the reinforce-
ment signal with which the sensory information has been
associated. This involves both positive and negative associa-
tions. However, because most of the literature on the amyg-
dala has analyzed the role of the Bla and its adjacent target,
the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA), in aversive condi-
tioning, this work serves as the main focus of this chapter.
Brief summaries of the role of Bla outputs to other targets
shown in Fig. 64.1 follow. Because the periaqueductal gray
(PAG) has received considerable attention in the study of
defensive behavior and the hippocampus in the study of
contextual fear conditioning, these data are reviewed next.
Finally, brain systems and neurotransmitters involved in the
inhibition of fear are reviewed, given the clinical significance
of this information.

Basolateral Nucleus of the Amygdala to CeA or
BNST Pathway as It Relates to Conditioned and
Unconditioned Fear

Figure 64.1 shows that the Bla projects directly to the CeA,
as well as to a related structure, the lateral division of the
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bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), to form part of
the lateral extended amygdala (6). Figure 64.2 summarizes
work done in many different laboratories indicating that the
CeA and BNST have direct projections to various anatomic
areas that may be expected to be involved in many of the
symptoms of fear or anxiety (65). The CeA and BNST
have been grouped together because fibers from the Bla that
project to the BNST pass through the CeA and cells in the
lateral division of the CeA project to the BNST. Thus, many
effects previously attributed to the CeA may really depend
on the BNST.

Autonomic and Hormonal Measures
Anatomically, the CeA and the BNST are well situated to
mediate the various components of the fear response. Both
structures send prominent projections to areas such as the
lateral hypothalamus, which is involved in activation of the
sympathetic autonomic nervous system seen during fear and
anxiety (155). Direct projections to the dorsal motor nu-
cleus of the vagus, nucleus of the solitary tract, and ventro-
lateral medulla may be involved in lateral extended amyg-
dala modulation of heart rate and blood pressure, which are
known to be regulated by these brainstem nuclei (222).
Projections to the parabrachial nucleus may be involved in
respiratory (as well as cardiovascular changes) during fear,
because electrical stimulation and lesions of this nucleus
are known to alter various measures of respiration. Indirect
projections of the CeA to the paraventricular nucleus
through the BNST and preoptic area may mediate the
prominent neuroendocrine responses to fearful or stressful
stimuli.

Attention and Vigilance
Projections from the lateral extended amygdala to the ven-
tral tegmental area may mediate stress-induced increases in
dopamine metabolites in the prefrontal cortex (101). Direct
projections to the dendritic field of the locus ceruleus or
indirect projections through the paragigantocellularis nu-
cleus may mediate the increase in firing rates of cells in the
locus ceruleus in the presence of a fearful stimulus. Direct
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FIGURE 64.1. Schematic diagram of the outputs of the
basolateral amygdala to various target areas and how
these connections may be involved in fear and anxiety.

projections to the lateral dorsal tegmental nucleus and para-
brachial nuclei, which have cholinergic neurons that project
to the thalamus, may mediate increases in synaptic transmis-
sion in thalamic sensory relay neurons during states of fear.
This cholinergic activation, along with increases in thalamic
transmission accompanying activation of the locus ceruleus,
may thus lead to increased vigilance and superior signal
detection in a state of fear or anxiety.

As emphasized by Kapp et al. (141), in addition to its
direct connections to the hypothalamus and brainstem, the
CeA has the potential for indirect widespread effects on the
cortex through its projections to cholinergic neurons that
project to the cortex. The rapid development of conditioned
bradycardia during pavlovian aversive conditioning, criti-
cally dependent on the amygdala, may reflect a general in-
crease in attention.

Motor Behavior
Release of norepinephrine onto motor neurons by lateral
extended amygdala activation of the locus ceruleus, or
through projections to serotonin containing raphe neurons,
could lead to enhanced motor performance during a state
of fear, because both norepinephrine and serotonin facilitate
excitation of motor neurons. Direct projections to the nu-

FIGURE 64.2. Schematic diagram of the outputs of the
central nucleus of the amygdala and the lateral division
of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis to various tar-
get areas and how these connections may be related
to specific aspects of fear and anxiety. BNST, bed nu-
cleus of the stria terminalis; CER, conditioned emotional
response; EEG, electroencephlographic; N, nucleus.

cleus reticularis pontis caudalis, as well as indirect projec-
tions to this nucleus through the central gray, probably are
involved in fear potentiation of the startle reflex. Direct
projections to the lateral tegmental field, including parts of
the trigeminal and facial motor nuclei, may mediate some
of the facial expressions of fear as well as potentiation of
the eyeblink reflex. The lateral extended amygdala also
projects to regions of the central gray that appear to be a
critical part of a general defense system and that have been
implicated in conditioned fear in certain behavioral tests
including freezing, sonic and ultrasonic vocalization, and
stress-induced hypalgesia (20,33,78,103,121,155).

Elicitation of Fear Responses by Electrical or
Chemical Stimulation of the Extended
Amygdala

Electrical stimulation or abnormal electrical activation of
the amygdala (i.e., by temporal lobe seizures) can produce
a complex pattern of behavioral and autonomic changes
that, taken together, highly resembles a state of fear.

Autonomic and Hormonal Measures
As outlined by Gloor: ‘‘The most common affect produced
by temporal lobe epileptic discharge is fear. . . . It arises ‘out
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of the blue.’ Ictal fear may range from mild anxiety to in-
tense terror. It is frequently, but not invariably, associated
with a rising epigastric sensation, palpitation, mydriasis, and
pallor and may be associated with a fearful hallucination,
a frightful memory flashback, or both’’ (98). In humans,
electrical stimulation of the amygdala elicits feelings of fear
or anxiety as well as autonomic reactions indicative of fear
(57,99). Although other emotional reactions occasionally
are produced, the major reaction is one of fear or apprehen-
sion.

Electrical stimulation of the CeA or chemical activation
by the cholinergic agonist carbachol or the neurotransmitter
glutamate produces prominent cardiovascular effects that
depend on the species, site of stimulation, and state of the
animal. CeA stimulation can also produce gastric ulceration
and can increase gastric acid, and these features can be asso-
ciated with chronic fear or anxiety. It can also alter respira-
tion, a prominent symptom of fear, especially in panic dis-
order.

Using very small infusion cannulas and very low doses,
Sanders and Shekhar found increases in blood pressure and
heart rate when the �-aminobutyric acidA (GABAA) antago-
nist bicuculline was infused into the Bla but not the CeA
(215). Local infusion of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) or
AMPA into the basolateral nucleus also increased blood
pressure and heart rate (230). Repeated infusion of initially
subthreshold doses of bicuculline into the anterior basolat-
eral nucleus led to a ‘‘priming’’ effect in which increases in
heart rate and blood pressure were observed after three to
five infusions (216). This change in threshold lasted at least
6 weeks and could not be ascribed to mechanical damage
or generalized seizure activity based on EEG measurements.
Similar changes in excitability were produced by repetitive
infusion of very low doses of corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone (CRH) or the related peptide, urocortin (210). Once
primed, these animals exhibited behavioral and cardiovascu-
lar responses to intravenous sodium lactate, a panic-induc-
ing treatment in certain types of psychiatric patients.

In general, electrical stimulation of the amygdala causes
an increase in plasma levels of corticosterone. The effect of
electrical stimulation appears to depend on both norepi-
nephrine and serotonin in the paraventricular nucleus. De-
pletion of these transmitters through local infusions of
6-hydroxydopamine or 5,7-DHT, or local infusion of the
norepinephrine or serotonin antagonists prazosin or ketans-
erin, into the paraventricular nucleus attenuated the effects
of electrical stimulation (80).

Attention and Vigilance
Studies in several species indicate that electrical stimulation
of the CeA increases attention or processes associated with
increased attention. For example, stimulation of sites in the
CeA that produce bradycardia (142) also produce low-volt-
age fast EEG activity (140). In fact, an attention or orienting
reflex was the most common response elicited by electrical

stimulation of the amygdala (16,241). These and other ob-
servations led Kapp et al. to hypothesize that the ‘‘central
nucleus and its associated structures function, at least in
part, in the acquisition of an increased state of nonspecific
attention or arousal manifested in a variety of CRs which
function to enhance sensory processing. This mechanism is
rapidly acquired, perhaps via an inherent plasticity within
the nucleus and associated structures in situations of uncer-
tainty but of potential import; for example, when a neutral
stimulus (CS) precedes either a positive or negative reinforc-
ing, unexpected event (US)’’ (141). Electrical stimulation
of the amygdala can also activate cholinergic cells that are
involved in arousal-like effects depending on the state of
sleep and perhaps the species.

Motor Behavior
Electrical or chemical stimulation of the CeA produces a
reduction of prepotent, ongoing behavior, a critical compo-
nent in several animal models such as freezing, the operant
conflict test, the conditioned emotional response, and the
social interaction test. Electrical stimulation of the amygdala
also elicits jaw movements and activation of facial motoneu-
rons, whichmaymimic components of the facial expressions
seen during the fear reaction. These motor effects may be
indicative of a more general effect of amygdala stimulation,
namely, that of modulating brainstem reflexes such as the
massenteric, baroreceptor nictitating membrane, eyeblink,
and the startle reflex.

Summary of the Effects of Stimulation of the
Amygdala
Viewed in this way, the pattern of behaviors seen during
fear may result from activation of a single area of the brain
(the extended amygdala), which then projects to various
target areas that themselves are critical for each of the spe-
cific symptoms of fear (the expression of fear), as well as
the experience of fear. Moreover, it must be assumed that all
these connections are already formed in an adult organism,
because electrical stimulation produces these effects in the
absence of prior explicit fear conditioning. Thus, much of
the complex behavioral pattern seen during a state of ‘‘con-
ditioned fear’’ has already been ‘‘hard wired’’ during evolu-
tion.

For a formerly neutral stimulus to produce the constella-
tion of behavioral effects used to define a state of fear or
anxiety, it is only necessary for that stimulus to activate the
amygdala, which, in turn, will produce the complex pattern
of behavioral changes by virtue of its innate connections to
different brain target sites. Viewed in this way, plasticity
during fear conditioning probably results from a change in
synaptic inputs before or in the Bla (173,192,204), rather
than from a change in its efferent target areas. The ability
to produce long-term potentiation (LTP) in the Bla (55,
56,58,91,129,226) that can lead to an increase in respon-
siveness to a physiologic stimulus (203) and the finding
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TABLE 64.1. EFFECTS OF LESIONS OF THE AMYGDALA ON CONDITIONED FEAR

Method Species Site Effect of Lesion Reference

Aspiration (pre) Human AC Decrease galvanic skin response during classic fear conditioning 153
unilateral lesions

Aspiration (pre) Human AC Decrease galvanic skin response during classic fear conditioning 26
Electrolytic Rabbit Ce Decrease bradycardia to cue paired with shock 139
Ibotenic acid (pre) Rabbit Ce Decrease bradycardia to cue paired with shock 168
Ibotenic acid (Ce) Rat Ce Decrease blood pressure rise to cue paired with shock 137
Electrolytic (MG) MG (Ce, unilateral, MG, contralateral)
Cooling (pre) Cat Ce Decrease bradycardia, respiratory increases and blood pressure 259

changes to cue paired with shock
Electrolytic (pre) Rat L Decrease blood pressure rise during classic conditioning 154,206
NMDA (pre or post) Rat C Decrease secretion of corticosterone and defecation to cue 101

paired with shock; decrease rise in dopamine, serotonin, or 
norepinephrine metabolites in prefrontal cortex to cue paired
with shock

Electrolytic (pre) Rat Ce Decrease freezing to cue paired with shock 157
Ibotenic acid (pre) Rat Ce and Decrease freezing to context paired with shock 118

Bla
Electrolytic (pre) Rat L Decrease freezing to cue paired with shock 154
Radiofrequency (pre) Rat AC Decrease freezing to cues paired with shock; decrease shock 30

probe avoidance
Ibotenic acid Rat Ce, MG Decrease freezing to cue paired with shock (Ce, unilateral; MG, 137

(amygdala) contralateral), some damage to L and Bla
M (medial
geniculate) (pre)

NMDA (pre or post) Rat Bla Decrease acquisition of freezing to odor or context or 61
expression of both when lesions made 1 or 15 days after
conditioning

NMDA (pre and post) Rat Bla Decrease acquisition or expression of freezing to context or 166
cue paired with shock even when lesions made 1 month after
training

Lidocaine (pre or Rat Ce and Decrease expression of freezing to context paired with shock; 119
pretesting or both) Bla weaker effect when inactivation given before training

Muscimol (pre or post) Rat Bla Decrease freezing when given either before testing or training 183
but not immediately after training

NMDA (pre or post) Rat Bla Decrease freezing or high-frequency vocalizations to shock or 101
cues paired with shock

Ibotenic acid (pre) Rat Ce not Anticonflict (licking), decrease effects of restraint stress on 175
Bla plus maze

Electrolytic (pre) Rat Ce not Anticonflict effect 225,256
Bla

Quinolinic acid or Rat Bla Decrease reduction in licking during conditioned emotional 224
6-OHDA (pre) response test

NMDA (pre) Rat AC Decrease avoidance of water spout paired with shock but not 48
with quinine

Ibotenic acid (pre) Rat Ce, not Decrease disruption of bar pressing to cue paired with shock; 146
Bla could still avoid shock bar

Quinolinic acid (pre) Rat Bla not Decrease avoidance of shocked bar, no reduction of disruption 146
Ce of bar pressing to cue paired with shock

NMDA (pre or post) Rat Bla Decrease expression or acquisition of fear-potentiated startle to 214
visual conditioned stimulus

NMDA (post) Rat Bla Decrease expression of fear-potentiated startle even when 159
lesions made 1 month after training

Ibotenic acid (post) Rat Ce Decrease expression of fear-potentiated startle to visual or 52
auditory conditioned stimulus

Ibotenic acid (pre) Rat Ce and Decrease expression of hypoalgesia to context paired with 118
Bla shock (formalin test)

AC, amygdala complex; Bla, basolateral complex; central nucleus; MG, medial geniculate; post, posttraining; pre, pretraining.
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that local infusion of NMDA antagonists into the amygdala
block the acquisition of fear conditioning (65) are consistent
with this hypothesis.

Effects of Lesions of the Amygdala on
Conditioned and Unconditioned Fear in Rodents
and Other Species

Many studies in rodents and other species indicate that le-
sions of the Bla or CeA block many different measures of
conditioned fear, as well as unconditioned fear. Tables 64.1
and 64.2 show selected examples of such studies in animals,
which have been extensively reviewed elsewhere (64,65).
More recent studies in humans also point to the amygdala
in fear and anxiety.

TABLE 64.2. EFFECTS OF LESIONS OF THE AMYGDALA ON UNCONDITIONED FEAR OR STRESS

Method Species Site Effect of Lesion Reference

Electrolytic Rat Ce Decrease secretion of ACTH to immobilization stress 23,24
Ibotenic acid Rat Ce Decrease rise corticosterone to immobilization stress 242
Radiofrequency Rat ** Decrease the compensatory hypersecretion of ACTH that 7,8

normally occurs following adrenalectomy
Electrolytic Rat Ce Decrease secretion of corticosterone and prolactin to 207

(pretraining shock; no effect on epinephrine, norepinephrine
but not
posttraining)

Radiofrequency Rat Ce Decrease ulceration produced by restraint 122,123
Radiofrequency Rat Ce Decrease ulceration produced by shock stress 124
Electrolytic Rat Ce Decrease gastric ulcers to water restraint 59
Ibotenic acid Rat Ce No effect on ulcers to water restraint 59
Electrolytic Rat Ce Decrease noise-elicited hypertension 88
Electrolytic Wild Rat CO, Ce Decrease emotionality in measured in terms of flight 144,145

and defensive behaviors
Electrolytic Rat CO, Me Increase the number of contacts a rat will make with a 30

Ce sedated cat
Electrolytic Many AC General taming effect For review,

species see 100
Electrolytic Wild Rat CO, Ce Decrease emotionality in measured in terms of flight 144,145

and defensive behaviors
Electrolytic Rat CO, Me Increase the number of contacts a rat will make with a 30

Ce sedated cat
Radiofrequency Rat Ce Decrease jump withdrawal sign in morphine 51

dependent rats after intraperitoned naloxone
Radiofrequency Rat Ce, L Decrease analgesia produced by exposure to cat or 85

and shock (tail flick test)
Bla

Electrolytic Rat L or Ce Decrease loud noise-induced hypoalgesia (tail fick test) 28
Electrolytic Rat Ce, not Decrease analgesic effects of systemic flumazenil 106

Bla (hot plate test)
NMDA Rat Ce not Decrease morphine (low dose) induced antinociception 164,165

Bla or (formalin or tail flick tests)
Me

Lidocaine Rat Ce Decrease morphine induced antinociception 165
(tail flick test)

AC, amygdala complex; Bla, basolateral complex; Ce, central nucleus; Me, medial nucleus.

Effects of Lesions of the Amygdala in Humans
and Nonhuman Primates

In nonhuman primates (160,184,205) and in humans (9,
117), cells have been found in the amygdala that respond
selectively to faces or direction of gaze (42). In humans,
removal of the amygdala has been associated with an impair-
ment of memory for faces (4,138,240,257) and deficits in
recognition of emotion in people’s faces and interpretation
of gaze angle (41,50,257). In a very rare case involving bilat-
eral calcification confined to the amygdala (Urbach-Wiethe
disease), patient SM046 could not identify the emotion of
fear in pictures of human faces and could not draw a fearful
face, even though other emotions such as happy, sad, angry,
and disgusted were identified and drawn within the normal
range. The deficit in recognizing facial expressions of fear
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only seemed to occur after bilateral amygdala damage (3).
This patient and two others also tended to view even the
most threatening faces as trustworthy and approachable (2).
A more detailed evaluation of patient SM046 showed that
she correctly identified valence (e.g., pleasant versus un-
pleasant) in faces displaying happy, surprised, afraid, angry,
disgusted, or sad emotion, but she was highly abnormal in
rating the level of arousal to the afraid, angry, disgusted, and
sad faces (1). Another patient (SP) with extensive bilateral
amygdala damage also showed a major deficit in her ability
to rate levels of fear in human faces, yet was perfectly normal
in generating a fearful facial expression in comparison with
neurologically normal subjects, based on the ratings of three
judges (13).

Patients with unilateral (153) or bilateral (26) lesions of
the amygdala also have been reported to have deficits in
classic fear conditioning using the galvanic skin response as
a measure of fear. In monkeys, removal of the amygdala
decreases reactivity to sensory stimuli measured with the
galvanic skin response (17,18).

Effects of Local Infusion of Drugs into the
Amygdala on Measures of Fear and Anxiety

If the amygdala is critically involved in fear and anxiety,
then drugs that reduce fear or anxiety clinically may well
act within the amygdala. It is also probable that certain
neurotransmitters within the amygdala may be involved in
fear and anxiety. In fact, many studies indicate that local
infusions of GABA or GABA agonists, benzodiazepines,
CRH antagonists, opiate agonists, neuropeptide Y, dopa-
mine antagonists, or glutamate antagonists decrease mea-
sures of fear and anxiety in several animal species. Table
64.3 gives selected examples of some of these studies, which
have been extensively reviewed (65). Conversely, local infu-
sions of GABA antagonists, CRH or CRH analogues, vaso-
pressin, thyrotropin-releasing hormone, opiate antagonists,
cholecystokinin (CCK) or CCK analogues tend to have an-
xiogenic effects. Table 64.4 shows selected examples of such
studies that also have been reviewed (65).

In summary, connections between the Bla and the CeA
or BNST are critically involved in various autonomic and
motor responses seen during a state of fear or anxiety. How-
ever, it is also the case that connections between the basolat-
eral nucleus and other target areas are involved in emotional
behavior.

Basolateral Nucleus of the Amygdala to Dorsal
Striatum Pathway as It Relates to Avoidance or
Escape from Aversive Events

As emphasized by McGaugh, Packard, and others, the
amygdala modulates memory in various tasks such as inhibi-
tory avoidance and motor or spatial learning (49,170,171,
185,186). For example, posttraining intracaudate injections

of amphetamine enhanced memory in a visible platform
water maze task but had no effect in the hidden platform,
spatially guided task (185,186). Conversely, posttraining
intrahippocampal infusion of amphetamine enhanced
memory in the hidden platform water maze task but not
in the visible platform task. However, posttraining intra-
amygdala injections of amphetamine enhanced memory in
both water maze tasks (185,186).

Moreover, preretention intrahippocampal lidocaine in-
jections blocked expression of the memory-enhancing ef-
fects of posttraining intrahippocampal amphetamine injec-
tions in the hidden platform task, and preretention
intracaudate lidocaine injections blocked expression of the
memory-enhancing effects of posttraining intracaudate am-
phetamine injections in the visible platform task. However,
preretention intraamygdala lidocaine injections did not
block the memory-enhancing effect of posttraining intra-
amygdala amphetamine injections on either task. Finally,
in the hidden platform task, posttraining intrahippocampal,
but not intracaudate, lidocaine injections blocked the mem-
ory-enhancing effects of posttraining intraamygdala the
visible platform task, posttraining intracaudate, but not
intrahippocampal, lidocaine injections blocked thememory-
enhancing effects of posttraining intraamygdala amphet-
amine. The findings indicate a double dissociation between
the roles of the hippocampus and caudate-putamen inmem-
ory and suggest that the amygdala exerts a modulatory influ-
ence on both the hippocampal and caudate-putamen mem-
ory systems.

Perhaps similarly, lesions of the CeA block freezing but
not escape to a tone previously paired with shock, whereas
lesions of the basal nucleus of the Bla have just the opposite
effect (10). However, lesions of the lateral nucleus, which
receive sensory information required by both measures,
block both freezing and escape. Lesions of the Bla, but not
the CeA, also block avoidance of a bar associated with shock
(146). It is possible that basolateral outputs to the dorsal
or the ventral striatum mediate the escape behavior, given
the importance of the striatum in several measures of escape
or avoidance learning. However, combined, unilateral le-
sions of each structure on opposite sides of the brain would
be required to evaluate whether this results from serial trans-
mission from the basolateral nucleus to the striatum.

Basolateral Nucleus of the Amygdala to
Hippocampus Pathway as It Relates to
Avoidance or Escape from Aversive Events

As mentioned earlier, posttraining intrahippocampal as well
as intraamygdala injections of amphetamine selectively en-
hance memory in a hidden platform water maze task (185,
186). Posttraining infusion of norepinephrine into the baso-
lateral nucleus enhanced retention in the hidden platform
water maze task, whereas posttraining infusion of proprano-
lol had the opposite effect (113). These results suggest that
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TABLE 64.3. EFFECTS OF NEUROTRANSMITTER AGONISTS INFUSED INTO THE AMYGDALA ON
FEAR AND ANXIETY

Substance Species Site Effect of Substance Infused Reference

GABA or Rat Ce Decrease stress-induced gastric ulcers 232
chlordiazepoxide

GABA or Rat Bla Increase punished responding in operant 105,126,189,
benzodiazepines conflict test (anticonflict effect) 218,239

Benzodiazepines Rat Ce Increase punished responding in operant 225,234
conflict test (anticonflict effect)

Midazolam Rat Bla More time on open arms in plus-maze, no 188
effect on shock probe avoidance

Diazepam Rat Ce or Decrease freezing to footshock 120,258
Bla

Diazepam Mice AC More time in light side in light-dark box 60
test (anxiolytic effect)

Muscimol Rat Bla Anxiolytic effect in the social interaction 216
test; no effect in Ce

Muscimol Rat Bla Increase punished responding in operant 218
conflict test (anticonflict effect); no effect
in Ce

a-CRH Rat Ce Block noise-elicited increase in tryptophan 35
hydroxylase in cortex

a-CRH Rat Ce Anxiolytic effect (plus maze) in socially 116
defeated rat

a-CRH Rat Ce Anxiolytic effect in plus maze during ethanol 194
withdrawal in ethanol-dependent rats; 
no effect in plus maze in nondependent
rats

a-CRH Rat Ce Decrease behavioral effects of opiate 115
withdrawal

CRH receptor Rat Ce Anxiolytic effect in the plus maze in rats 161
antisense that previously experienced defeat stress

a-CRH Rat Ce Decrease duration of freezing to an initial 233
shock treatment or to re-exposure to
shock box 24 h later

a-CRH Rat Ce No effect on grooming and exploration 247
activity under stress-free conditions

Enkephalin analogue Rat Ce Decrease stress-induced gastric ulcers, 195,196,198
prevented by 6-OHDA or clozapine

Opiate agonists Rb Ce Block acquisition of conditioned bradycardia 89,90
Morphine Rat Ce Anxiolytic effect in social interaction test 83
Neuropeptide Y Rat Bla, not Anxiolytic effect in social interaction test, 213

Ce blocked by Y-1 antagonist
Neuropeptide Rat Ce Anxiolytic effects in conflict test; NPY-Y2 114

Y1 agonist agonist much less potent
Oxytocin Rat Ce Decrease stress-induced bradycardia and 209

immobility responses
SCH 23390 Rat AC Decrease expression of fear-potentiated 151

startle
SCH 23390 Rat AC Decrease acquisition and expression of 107

freezing to tone or context; not due to
state-dependent learning

CNQX Rat Bla Blocks expression of fear-potentiated startle 149
(visual, auditory CS)

NBQX Rat Bla or Blocks expression of fear-potentiated startle 243
Ce (visual CS)

AP5 Rat Bla Block facilitation of eyeblink conditioning by 227
prior stress when given prior to stressor
session

AP5 or CNQX Rat Bla Anxiolytic effect in social interaction test 212
CNQX Rat Ce Decrease naloxone precipitated withdrawal 235

signs in morphine-dependent rats

AC, amygdala complex; Bla, basolateral complex; Ce, central nucleus.
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TABLE 64.4. EFFECTS OF NEUROTRANSMITTER ANTAGONISTS INFUSED INTO THE AMYGDALA ON
FEAR AND ANXIETY

Substance Species Site Effect of Substance Infused Reference

Bicuculline, Rat Bla Anxiogenic effects in the social interaction test; 216
picrotoxin repeated infusion led to sensitization

Bicuculline Rat Bla Anxiogenic effects in social interaction, blocked 211
by either NMDA or non-NMDA antagonists into
the amygdala

Bicuculline (un) Rat Bla not Increases in blood pressure, heart rate, and locomotor 215,216
Ce activity; bigger effect with repeated infusions

Bicuculline (un) Rat Bla Increases in blood pressure, heart rate; blocked by 211
infusion of either NMDA or non-NMDA antagonists
into the amygdala

Bicuculline Rat Bla Increases in blood pressure, heart rate blocked by 229,230
NMDA, either NMDA or non-NMDA antagonists infused
AMPA (un) into Bla or the dorsomedial hypothalamus

CRH Rat Ce Increase heart rate; effect blocked by a-CRH into Ce 248
CRH, TRH, Rat Ce Increase in blood pressure, heart rate, and plasma 43

or CGRP catecholamines
Urocortin Rat Bla After repeated subthreshold doses get increase in 210

or CRH blood pressure to systemic lactate
CRH Rat Ce, not Increased grooming and exploration in animals 247,250

Bla tested under stress-free conditions (i.e., in the
home cage)

CRH Rat Ce Increase defensive burying 249
CRH or Rat Bla Anxiogenic effect in plus maze, sensitization with 210

Urocortin repeated subthreshold doses; now get behavioral
and cardiovascular effects to systemic lactate

Vasopressin Rat Ce Increased stress-induced bradycardia and immobility 209
responses in rats bred for low rates of avoidance
behavior but not the more aggressive rats that
show high avoidance rates

Vasopressin Rat Ce Bradycardia (low doses) or tachycardia and release 208
of corticosterone (high dose); tachycardia blocked
by oxytocin antagonist

Vasopressin Rat Ce Immobility, seizures second infusion 251
Vasopressin Rat Ce Immobility in rats bred for low rates of avoidance 209

but not bred for high avoidance rates
TRH Rat Ce Increase stress-induced gastric ulcers 196,198
TRH or Rat Ce Increase stress-induced gastric ulcers, blocked by 197

physostigmine muscarinic or benzodiazepine agonists
TRH analogue Rat Ce Increase gastric contractility, blocked by vagotomy 182
TRH Rat Ce Produce gastric lesions and stimulated acid secretion 125
TRH analogue Rat AC No effect on gastric secretion, whereas large effect 136

after infusion into dorsal vagal complex or nucleus
ambiguus

Naloxone Rat Ce Increase stress-induced gastric ulcers 196,198
Naloxone Rat AC Elicit certain signs of withdrawal (depending on site) 51

in morphine-dependent rats (unilateral)
Methyl Rat AC Place aversion to context where injections given to 231

naloxonium morphine-dependent rats
Methyl Rat AC Weak withdrawal signs in morphine-dependent rats 163

naloxonium
Yohimbine Rat Ce Facilitation of the startle reflex 82
CCK analogues Rat AC Anxiogenic effect in plus maze but not clear because 27

significant decrease in overall activity
Pentagastrin Rat AC Increase acoustic startle, blocked by CCK B antagonist 86

that also blocked effect of pentagastrin (ICV)

AC, amygdala complex; Bla, basolateral complex; Ce, central nucleus; un, unanesthetized.
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the amygdala exerts a modulatory influence on hippocam-
pal-dependent memory systems, presumably by direct pro-
jections from the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala, per-
haps by modulation of LTP in the hippocampus. Lesions
(131), NMDA antagonists (132), or local anesthetics (134)
infused into the Bla decrease LTP in the dentate gyrus of
the hippocampus. Conversely, high-frequency stimulation
of the amygdala facilitates induction of LTP in the dentate
gyrus (130,133). However, combined, unilateral lesions of
each structure on opposite sides of the brain would be re-
quired to evaluate whether this results from serial transmis-
sion from the basolateral nucleus to the hippocampus.

Basolateral Nucleus of the Amygdala to Frontal
Cortex Pathway as It Relates to Emotion

Importance of the Bla in US Representation
After pavlovian conditioning, presentation of a conditioned
stimulus (CS) elicits some neural representation of the un-
conditioned stimulus (US) with which it was paired. For
example, the sound of a refrigerator door opening or an
electric can opener may bring the family cat into the kitchen
in expectation of dinner. Several studies suggest that the
Bla, perhaps by connections with cortical areas such as the
perirhinal cortex (93), is critical for these US representations
based on studies using a procedure called US devaluation.
In these experiments, a neutral stimulus (e.g., a light) is first
paired with food so a conditioned response can bemeasured.
Some animals then have the food paired with something
that makes them sick (US devaluation). After such treat-
ment, these animals show a reduction in the conditioned
response to the light compared with animals that did not
experience US devaluation. This result suggests that, after
conditioning, animals have a representation of the value of
a reinforcement that is elicited by the cue paired with that
US. When that representation is changed, then the behavior
elicited by the cue also is changed in the same direction.
Lesions of the basolateral, but not the CeA, block US deval-
uation (112). In a related paradigm, rats are trained to be
fearful of a weak shock in the presence of a tone. When
this is followed by presentation of a stronger shock, without
further tone-shock pairing, more freezing occurs to the tone.
Temporary inactivation of the Bla during this inflation pro-
cedure blocks this effect when testing subsequently occurs
with a normal, unlesioned, amygdala (5).

Second-order conditioning also depends on a US repre-
sentation elicited by a CS. In this procedure, cue 1 is paired
with a particular US (e.g., shock or food), and cue 2 is
paired with cue 1. After such training, cue 2 elicits a similar
behavior as that elicited by cue 1, depending on the US
with which cue 1 was paired. Thus, it may elicit approach
behavior if cue 1 was formerly paired with food and avoid-
ance if cue 1 was paired with shock. This indicates that
cue 1 elicits a representation of the US that then becomes
associated with cue 2. Lesions of the Bla, but not the CeA,

block second-order conditioning (72,73,112), as do local
infusions of NMDA antagonists into the Bla (92).

Importance of the Bla Projection to the Frontal
Cortex in Using US Representations to Guide
Behavior
Converging evidence now suggests that the connection be-
tween the Bla and the prefrontal cortex is critically involved
in the way in which a US representation (e.g., very good,
pretty good, very bad, pretty bad) guides approach or avoid-
ance behavior. Patients with late- or early-onset lesions of
the orbital regions of the prefrontal cortex fail to use impor-
tant information to guide their actions and decision making
(14,25,63). For example, on a gambling task, they choose
high, immediate reward associated with long-term loss
rather than low, immediate reward associated with positive
long-term gains. They also show severe deficits in social
behavior and make poor life decisions.

Studies using single-unit recording techniques in rats in-
dicate that cells in both the Bla and the orbitofrontal cortex
fire differentially to an odor, depending on whether the
odor predicts a positive (e.g., sucrose) or negative (e.g., qui-
nine) US. These differential responses emerge before the
development of consistent approach or avoidance behavior
elicited by that odor (220). Many cells in the Bla reverse
their firing pattern during reversal training (i.e., the cue that
used to predict sucrose now predicts quinine and vice versa)
(221), although this has not always been observed (217).
In contrast, many fewer cells in the orbitofrontal cortex
showed selectivity before the behavioral criterion was
reached, and many fewer reversed their selectivity during
reversal training (221). These investigators suggest that cells
in the Bla encode the associative significance of cues,
whereas cells in the orbitofrontal cortex are active when
that information, relayed from the Bla, is required to guide
choice behavior.

Taken together, these data suggest that the connection
between the Bla and the frontal cortex may be involved in
determining choice behavior based on how an expected US
is represented in memory. The necessity for communication
between the amygdala and the frontal cortex was shown in
monkeys using a ‘‘disconnection approach’’ in which the
amygdala on one side of the brain and the frontal cortex
on the other side were lesioned together (22). Because the
reciprocal connections between the two structures are ipsi-
lateral, this procedure completely eliminated activity of the
network connections while preserving partial function of
each structure. Using this approach in rhesus monkeys, Bax-
ter et al. found a decrease in US devaluation after unilateral
neurotoxic lesions of the basolateral nucleus in combination
with unilateral aspiration of orbital prefrontal cortex (22).
These monkeys continued to approach a food on which
they had recently been satiated, whereas control monkeys
consistently switched to the other food.
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Neuroimaging Studies of the Amygdala in
Humans

As reviewed by Whalen (244), neuroimaging studies in nor-
mal human subjects have shown activation of the amygdala
by presentation of biologically relevant sensory stimuli that
probably induce strong negative emotional states. For exam-
ple, the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) sig-
nal intensity within the amygdala is greater when subjects
view graphic photographs of negative material (e.g., muti-
lated human bodies) compared with when they view neutral
pictures (135). Positron emission tomography metabolic ac-
tivity within the amygdala increased to negative material
presented by film clips (199), and the amount of amygdala
activity during film clips predicted later recall (47). In addi-
tion, fMRI signal intensities in humans during classic fear
conditioning increased in response to stimuli that predicted
an aversive event (45,150,179).

Amygdala activation also seems to be greater during pre-
sentations of fearful faces compared with neutral facial
expressions (40,180), happy facial expressions (180,246), or
when subjects looked at a fixation point on an otherwise
blank screen (246). Whalen et al. used a backward masking
technique in which very brief presentations of fearful and
happy facial expressions (33 milliseconds) were followed
immediately by presentations (167 milliseconds) of neutral
faces (245). Most study subjects reported seeing neutral
‘‘expressionless’’ faces, but not any afraid or smiling faces.
Nonetheless, the amygdala demonstrated greater fMRI sig-
nal intensity to masked fearful faces compared with masked
happy faces. In addition, subjects reported that these
masked stimuli did not induce any noticeable changes in
their state of emotional arousal. As suggested by Whalen
(244), ‘‘this study offers preliminary support for the notion
that the amygdala constantly monitors the environment for
such signals. More than functioning primarily for the pro-
duction of strong emotional states, the amygdala would be
poised to modulate the moment-to-moment vigilance level
of an organism.’’

Role of the Periaqueductal (Central) Gray

Outputs from the CeA to the ventral central gray appear to
mediate several components of the fear response including
freezing, conditioned analgesia, and fear-related vocaliza-
tions, but, surprisingly, maybe not cessation of operant be-
havior (11). More dorsal regions of the PAG play a role in
active defensive responses (33), depending on whether the
threat is distal or proximal (31,71). Fanselow (79), for exam-
ple, showed that dorsal, but not ventral, PAG lesions elimi-
nate activity bursts elicited by foot shock, whereas ventral,
but not dorsal, PAG lesions diminish freezing responses elic-
ited by cues previously paired with foot shock. Fanselow
suggested that these stimuli (i.e., foot shock versus stimuli
predicting foot shock) access different points on a ‘‘preda-

tory imminence’’ continuum in which proximal threats acti-
vate the dorsal PAG to generate active defensive behaviors.
More distal threats activate the ventral PAG and generate
passive or preparatory defensive behaviors such as freezing
and analgesia. From a similar perspective, Deakin and
Graeff et al. proposed that moderately threatening stimuli
inhibit the dorsal PAG (66,104), but this inhibition is over-
come with more extreme danger, thus allowing active de-
fense or panic behaviors to emerge.

Results from stimulation studies have suggested an ana-
tomic division of function within PAG. In particular, De-
paulis and colleagues showed that chemical or electrical
stimulation of PAG regions lateral to the aqueduct produces
active behaviors such as forward avoidance, defensive aggres-
sion, and cardiovascular activation (67,68), whereas stimu-
lation of more ventral regions of the PAG elicits passive
responses such as behavioral arrest and decreased cardiovas-
cular output (21,69). Electrical stimulation of the dorsal
PAG in humans produces a pattern of cardiovascular effects
that resemble those seen during a natural panic attack, and
patients often experience fear, anxiety, and the desire to
terminate stimulation (162). Exposure of rats to a cat or
high-frequency vocalizations of conspecifics that often sig-
nal a predator in the environment increases neuronal firing
in the dorsal PAG inferred from an increase in the immedi-
ate early gene c-fos (162).

Based on these and other data, several investigators have
suggested that the dorsal PAG may be involved in panic
attacks in humans, perhaps resulting from a dysregulation
of various transmitters systems within this structure (162).
The dorsal PAG has heavy innervation of the panicogenic
peptide CCK, which has been shown to excite the majority
of cells in this region. CCK antagonists functionally de-
crease the effects of electrical stimulation of the dorsal PAG,
as does elevating serotonin, perhaps relevant to the use of
serotonin reuptake inhibitors in the treatment of panic dis-
order. Whether these effects depend on connections be-
tween the amygdala and the PAG or whether they represent
examples where the PAG can function autonomously re-
mains to be determined.

Role of the Hippocampus in Contextual
Fear Conditioning

Rats given cue-shock pairings learn to be afraid of the cue as
well as the place where cue-shock pairings occurred (context
conditioning). In 1992, two seminal articles reported that
the hippocampus was necessary for context but not explicit
cue conditioning (148,190). Both studies found that elec-
trolytic lesions of the dorsal hippocampus blocked freezing
in the presence of a fearful context but not in the presence
of a cue paired with shock in that context. Kim and
Fanselow found such effects when lesions were made shortly
after training (1 or 7 days) but not 28 days later (148),
whereas Phillips and LeDoux used pretraining lesions (190).
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Although the role of the hippocampus in contextual fear
conditioning had been discovered earlier using a place aver-
sion measure (223), these articles were more influential be-
cause they integrated the well-known role of the hippocam-
pus in spatial learning with a simple, yet powerful measure
of classic fear conditioning. Contextual freezing was quickly
adopted by investigators interested in the role of hippocam-
pal LTP in learning because contextual fear conditioning
was rapid and long lasting, like LTP, and it was easy to
measure without complex or expensive equipment. The idea
was that the hippocampus was required to form a represen-
tation of the context and that this representation was then
associated with shock, perhaps in the amygdala. The hippo-
campus was not needed when an explicit cue, such as a
tone, was used because this could be relayed directly to the
amygdala without having to be processed by the hippo-
campus.

As attractive as this hypothesis is, there are problems with
concluding that the hippocampus is involved in all forms of
contextual conditioning (96,97,202). Hippocampal lesions
often produce substantial behavioral activation, which may
interact with the expression of freezing and lead to a disrup-
tion of the freezing response itself, rather than of contextual
fear. In fact, hippocampal lesions disrupt not only condi-
tioned freezing responses, but also unconditioned freezing
responses, such as the response elicited by a rat when con-
fronted by a cat (32,34,147). The finding that hippocampus
lesions did not block freezing to an explicit cue makes this
competing response interpretation more difficult to accept,
but some studies have found that hippocampal lesions dis-
rupt freezing to an explicit cue (167). However, increases
in activity cannot account for disruption of contextual freez-
ing by hippocampal lesions in all instances. In an elegantly
designed study, Anagnostaras et al. showed that hippocam-
pal lesions disrupted freezing to a context that had been
paired with shock shortly before surgery (12). In the same
subjects, however, freezing to a second context, that had
been paired with shock 28 days preoperatively, was not im-
paired. Thus, the freezing deficit to the recently conditioned
context could not have resulted from an inability to freeze.

Although pretraining electrolytic lesions of the dorsal
hippocampus (167) block contextual fear conditioning,
neurotoxic lesions fail to do so (97,167,202), as does local
infusion of muscimol (128). To explain this difference,
Maren et al. suggested that rats with damage to cells in the
hippocampus pick out salient explicit cues in the context
and use these as elemental cues for fear conditioning (167).
However, these investigators suggested that rats with elec-
trolytic lesions do not do this because the lesion disrupts
fibers that connect the ventral subiculum to the nucleus
accumbens, which decreases exploration and thus sampling
of the context to pick out salient explicit cues to associate
with shock. In fact, experiments found a blockade of the
acquisition but not the expression of contextual fear condi-
tioning measured by freezing using infusion into the nucleus

accumbens of a local anesthetic (108). This effect did not
occur using tone-shock pairings, even using a weaker trace
conditioning procedure that produced relatively low levels
of freezing to the tone.

Another possibility is that fibers from the dorsal to the
ventral hippocampus are important in these anterograde
amnestic effects of electrolytic lesions of the dorsal hippo-
campus because neurotoxic lesions of either the entire hip-
pocampus (102,202) or just the ventral hippocampus
blocked contextual freezing, whereas neurotoxic lesions of
the dorsal hippocampus again failed to block contextual
conditioning (202). However, in contrast to the hypothesis
that contextual fear conditioning involves processes similar
to spatial learning, lesions of the ventral hippocampus did
not block but instead actually facilitated spatial learning in
a water maze task (202). As these investigators concluded,
these data directly contradict the ‘‘widely held notion that
spatial and contextual forms of learning are essentially dif-
ferent manifestations of the same basic underlying process’’
(202). Because these lesions also impaired freezing to a tone,
these authors suggested that the ventral lesions disrupted
freezing by increasing activity.

Because all these studies have relied on freezing as the
measure of conditioned fear, it is important to assess the
effects of hippocampal lesions on other behavioral or auto-
nomic responses associated with fear. If hippocampal lesions
disrupted multiple measures of contextual fear, it would
provide further support for the hippocampal theory of con-
text conditioning. However, posttraining hippocampal le-
sions were found not to disrupt context-specific potentiated
startle, even though context-elicited freezing was disrupted
in the same animals (174). This could not be explained
by an excitatory effect of hippocampal lesions on startle
amplitude itself (96). In contrast, lesions of the CeA com-
pletely blocked both freezing and startle.

In another experimental design (95), lesions of the dorsal
hippocampus failed to block a phenomenon called contex-
tual blocking, whereby prior contextual fear conditioning
retards subsequent cue conditioning. However, as in other
studies, freezing to the fearful context was blocked by hippo-
campal lesions. These data, along with several other reports
in the literature (96,97,202), severely limit the general
impression that the hippocampus is required for contextual
fear conditioning. However, it does seem to be involved in
certain situations, so further work is needed to predict those
occasions in which it is and is not involved.

BRAIN SYSTEMS IN THE INHIBITION OR
SUPPRESSION OF FEAR AND ANXIETY

Extinction

The inability to suppress unwanted fear memories or irra-
tional worry is a major problem in many psychiatric disor-
ders, yet very little is known about brain systems involved
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in the inhibition of fear. One way to study this important
problem is to analyze brain systems involved in extinction,
defined as a reduction in conditioned fear when the CS is
presented many times in the absence of the US. Although
such a procedure can decrease the conditioned response,
this does not result from an erasure of the original fear
memory. Instead, something new is learned that overcomes
or competes with the original fear memory. For example,
an extinguished conditioned response can return with the
passage of time (spontaneous recovery, 187), after a subse-
quent stressor (reinstatement, 201), or when testing occurs
in a different context (renewal, 36). Such results indicate
that extinction (but see discussion in ref. 74) may involve
a form of active inhibition that is fragile compared with
conditioned fear itself.

Conditioned Inhibition

In a conditioned inhibition procedure, cue 1 predicts food
or shock, and a compound stimulus (cue 1 plus cue 2)
predicts the absence of these USs. There is general agree-
ment that conditioned inhibition, closely related to extinc-
tion, does involve active inhibition. In fact, it has been ar-
gued that extinction is a special case of conditioned
inhibition (38). The summation test is the basic method for
observing conditioned inhibition (200). In this procedure,
the putative conditioned inhibitor (e.g., a light) is presented
in compound with an excitatory CS (e.g., a tone). If the
combination produces a decrease in the conditioned re-
sponse below the level observed when the CS is presented
alone, then that stimulus is said to act as a conditioned
inhibitor. When the conditioned inhibitor is removed, exci-
tation returns to its original level. Various control proce-
dures indicate that a stimulus trained in this way is in fact
acting by inhibition.

Because psychotherapy often involves procedures to rid
patients of unwanted fear memories, a behavioral analysis
of extinction or conditioned inhibition has certain clinical
implications, as suggested by Bouton and Swartzentruber
(39). As they pointed out, ‘‘performance after extinction is
inherently unstable’’ (39). Phenomena such as spontaneous
recovery and reinstatement may explain why conditioned
fears and phobias in humans sometimes seem to return
spontaneously without any obvious cause. The renewal ef-
fect may explain why fears reduced successfully in the thera-
pist’s office reappear when the patient returns home or to
work. If a drug is used as an adjunct to therapy, renewal
of fear could occur when the fearful stimulus is encountered
in the absence of the drug. In fact, animal experiments show
that when benzodiazepines are given during extinction, fear
of the CS returns when testing occurs in the absence of the
drug (37).

Brain Areas in Extinction or Conditioned
Inhibition

Sensory Cortex

Assuming that extinction results from active inhibition (see
earlier), one could expect that lesions of various brain areas
would disrupt either the development or expression of ex-
tinction. LeDoux, Romanski, and Xagoraris reported that
rats given ablations of visual cortex before light–foot shock
pairings failed to show extinction of lick suppression relative
to sham controls over days (156). In a similar study employ-
ing heart rate conditioning in the rabbit, Teich et al. showed
that although bilateral lesions of either auditory or visual
cortex did not disrupt acquisition of fear conditioning to a
tone CS, auditory cortex lesions, but not visual cortex le-
sions, blocked extinction of conditioned heart rate responses
to the tone (237). Based on known anatomic connections
between sensory cortex and thalamic structures, the authors
of both experiments concluded that, during extinction, sen-
sory cortices exert a modality specific inhibition of the thala-
mic structures important for the performance of condi-
tioned responses.

However, my colleague and I found no effect of complete
visual cortex lesions on extinction of fear-potentiated startle
using a visual CS when the lesions were made either before
light-shock pairings or after light-shock pairings and extinc-
tion (77). Although there were procedural differences be-
tween these reports, the conclusion that sensory cortex is
universally involved in extinction of conditioned fear is not
supported.

Frontal Cortex

Rats with lesions of the ventral medial prefrontal cortex
made before fear conditioning required more days to reach
an extinction criterion using an auditory CS and freezing as
the measure of fear (178). However, in these same animals,
extinction of conditioned fear to contextual cues was not
impaired. In an extensive series of experiments, my col-
leagues and I found normal rates of extinction to both ex-
plicit and contextual cues after total removal of the ventral
medial prefrontal cortex using both freezing and fear-poten-
tiated startle as measures of conditioned fear (94). Because
the lesions in the study by Morgan et al. were performed
before fear conditioning (178), the apparent blockade of
extinction after ventral medial prefrontal cortex lesions may
have resulted from an increase in the strength of original
fear conditioning, rather than from interfering with the pro-
cess of extinction. Although the lesions and shams groups
did not differ significantly in their level of freezing before
the extinction sessions, freezing to explicit cues often be-
comes maximal after a very few training trials, so ‘‘ceiling
effects’’ may well have been operating. Because extinction
rate can be a more sensitive index of the strength of original
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conditioning than the terminal level of performance before
the initiation of extinction (15), the slower rate of extinction
in the lesioned animals may have reflected a stronger degree
of original learning. Although these authors do not believe
their effects can be explained in this way (177), the finding
that the lesions had no effect on the rate of extinction of
context conditioning, which clearly was not at the ceiling
of the freezing scale, is consistent with this interpretation.
Similarly, we did not find any effect of pretraining ventral
prefrontal cortex lesions on extinction of contextual fear-
potentiated startle or freezing (94). In addition, we did not
find any effect of ventral medial prefrontal cortex lesions
on extinction when lesions were made after fear condition-
ing but before extinction (94). Morgan and LeDoux also
found no effect on the rate of extinction when ventral pre-
frontal cortex lesions were made after fear conditioning, but
before extinction (176). If the frontal cortex is required for
the development of extinction or for the inhibition of fear
after extinction, one would expect lesions to block the devel-
opment of extinction, irrespective of whether the lesions
were made before or after the initial phase of fear condi-
tioning.

Similarly complex effects on extinction have been re-
ported regarding depletion of dopamine in the prefrontal
cortex (181). Preconditioning lesions of dopamine termi-
nals in the medial prefrontal cortex retarded the rate of
extinction when a 0.8-mA shock was used but not when a
0.4-mA shock was used. Inspection of the results strongly
suggests that the 0.8-mA group was at the ceiling of the
measurement scale at the beginning of the extinction ses-
sion, whereas the 0.4-mA group was not. Conversely,
6-hydroxydopamine lesions of the frontal cortex substan-
tially retarded extinction after 0.8-mA tone-shock pairings,
even when the lesions were made after training (181). Thus,
it is possible that dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex are
important for extinction when conditioning has produced
high, but not more moderate, levels of fear, although further
studies using posttraining lesions are required to verify this.

Quirk et al. found that pretraining lesions of the ventral
medial prefrontal cortex did not block the development of
conditioned freezing or the rate of within session extinction
(191). However, the lesioned rats showed much more spon-
taneous recovery measured 24 hours later. Similar results
were found in rats given systemic administration of an
NMDA antagonist (193). In contrast, we found no change
in the rate or final level of extinction, measured with fear-
potentiated startle and freezing, when extinction was as-
sessed over 18 daily sessions using a small number of CS
presentations each day (94). There also were no differences
in the degree of spontaneous recovery measured 5 days later
or in shock-induced reinstatement measured 24 hours after
a single foot shock. Hence, the findings of Quirk et al. may
depend critically on the use of a relatively small amount
extinction training (191,193). Moreover, their lesions were

generally more ventral than ours, and this may have contrib-
uted to the differences. Clearly, more work needs to be done
to examine the limits of the role of the prefrontal cortex in
extinction of conditioned fear, given the clinical importance
of these data.

Hippocampus

Although a complete review of the hippocampal literature
on extinction is beyond the scope of this chapter, this brain
area has received a great deal of experimental attention and
was once widely believed to be involved in extinction. Theo-
ries of extinction confront the problem of designing a mech-
anism capable of discriminating occasions of reinforcement
from nonreinforcement. Douglas suggested that the hippo-
campus is a nonreinforcement detector providing the organ-
ism with the means to ‘‘tune out’’ information that is of
no motivational consequence (70). It is possible that the
hippocampus recognizes that the CS is no longer followed
by the US and inhibits relevant sensory or conditioned re-
sponse production centers.

Various conditioning paradigms have been used to assess
the role of the hippocampus in extinction, including the
rabbit nictitating membrane response (29,219,228), condi-
tioned heart rate (44), and conditioned suppression (152).
Although some of these experiments have found that hippo-
campal lesions attenuate extinction (219), others have found
no effect (228), and still another has shown facilitated ex-
tinction (152).

Because extinction is context specific (see earlier), one
could expect that lesions of the hippocampus would disrupt
this contextual control of extinction. However, direct tests
of this hypothesis have not found a disruption of context
specific extinction using pretraining lesions. Hence, neither
fimbria-fornix lesions (252) nor excitotoxic lesions of the
entire hippocampus (87) had any effect on the rate of extinc-
tion or on renewal of conditioned fear, although both types
of lesions disrupted reinstatement. In contrast, large hippo-
campal lesions were not found to disrupt reinstatement of
appetitively conditioned behavior (84). Overall, therefore,
the role of the hippocampus in extinction remains uncer-
tain.

Neurotransmitters in Extinction

Role of NMDA Receptors in Extinction

Local infusion of NMDA antagonists into the amygdala
blocked the development of extinction measured with fear-
potentiated startle (76). Intraamygdala infusion of AP5 also
blocked extinction using an auditory CS and freezing as a
measure of conditioned fear (158). Perhaps similarly, sys-
temic administration of the NMDA antagonist MK-801
fully blocked extinction of conditioned analgesia, a reliable
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measure of conditioned fear (62), and this effect could not
be explained by state-dependent context extinction. A simi-
lar blockade of extinction was reported using a lick-suppres-
sion paradigm (19), as well as extinction of the rabbit nicti-
tating membrane preparation (143). Taken together, these
data indicate that NMDA antagonists can block the devel-
opment of extinction measured on subsequent test sessions.
This may even occur under conditions in which the antago-
nist does not block the development of short-term extinc-
tion. Thus, systemic injection of the NMDA antagonist
CPP before extinction blocked the expression of condi-
tioned freezing by about 40% but did not block the develop-
ment of extinction. However, the CPP group showed sub-
stantial recovery of conditioned freezing measured 24 hours
later, a finding suggesting that CPP blocked the long-term
development of extinction. (193). Interestingly, these inves-
tigators found a similar effect with preconditioning lesions
of the ventral prefrontal cortex (191), although the connec-
tion between these two sets of data remains to be made.

Role of GABA in Extinction

Several studies have suggested that GABA agonists given
before nonreinforced CS presentations interfere with the
development of extinction (37,74). However, many of these
effects may be attributable to state-dependent learning
rather than to a blockade of learning during nonreinforced
CS exposure. For example, Bouton, using lick suppression
as a measure of fear, showed a blockade of extinction when
rats were given chordiazepoxide during nonreinforced CS
presentations and were then tested in the absence of the
drug (37). However, when chordiazepoxide also was given
before testing, extinction was still evident. This finding sug-
gests that the benzodiazepine did not actually block the
learning that was occurring during extinction, but, instead,
the change in drug state between extinction and testing was
the factor that produced renewal (36).

Interestingly, a series of experiments by Harris and West-
brook found similar effects on excitatory conditioning. For
example, rats given fear conditioning after injection with
benzodiazepines showed an impairment in conditioned
freezing measured 24 hours later in the same context com-
pared with rats trained under the drug but tested in a differ-
ent context (111) or rats given a stressor before testing (109).
Thus, the benzodiazepines did not actually prevent original
learning, but instead produced a state during conditioning
that interfered with retrieval during testing.

Hence, it would seem that GABA agonists do not directly
interfere with either excitatory or inhibitory learning, but,
instead, act on processes that are important for retrieval of
prior learning. However, if extinction is a form of active
inhibition, it is possible that GABA may be one of the
neurotransmitters necessary for the expression of extinction.
In fact, in an elegant set of experiments, Harris and West-
brook provided evidence that extinction is mediated by

GABA release (110). Pretraining or pretesting administra-
tion of the inverse agonist FG 7142, which decreases GABA
transmission, blocked both development and expression of
extinction to an auditory CS paired with foot shock, using
freezing as a measure. This effect could not be ascribed to
state dependency or to a ceiling effect. Pretest administra-
tion of FG 7142 reinstated freezing when assessed in the
context where extinction took place, but not in a novel
context, which itself reinstated freezing, and the two effects
were not additive statistically. However, the disruption of
extinction by FG 7142 was not complete, a finding leaving
open the possibility that other mechanisms and neurotrans-
mitters also may be involved.

Role of Adrenocorticotropic Hormone and
Vasopressin in Extinction

Work by DeWied, Van Wiersima, Izquierdo, and Richard-
son and their co-workers indicated that administration of
various peptides such as adrenocorticotropic hormone or
vasopressin either before or after extinction training atten-
uates subsequent extinction performance (for review see ref.
74).

Neural Systems in Conditioned Inhibition

Using fluorodeoxyglucose autoradiography to measure neu-
ral activity, Mcintosh and Gonzalez-Lima compared region-
specific activity in parallel auditory pathways in two groups
presented with a tone-light compound (172). In both
groups, the tone was a fear-eliciting CS. The groups differed
with respect to the significance of the light, which had been
trained as a conditioned inhibitor in one group and as a
neutral stimulus in the other. Thus, the experiment allowed
for an analysis of whether a conditioned inhibitor modulates
activity in sensory areas normally activated by an auditory
fear-eliciting CS. Interestingly, in only one area, the ventral
medial geniculate nucleus, was there a significant difference
in activation between the two groups. This structure showed
less activation in the conditioned inhibition group, a finding
suggesting that a conditioned inhibitor may act at this locus
in the auditory pathway to inhibit conditioned fear nor-
mally produced by an auditory CS.

We found normal conditioned inhibition of fear-poten-
tiated startle, using a visual excitatory stimulus and an audi-
tory conditioned inhibitor after lesions of either the medial
prefrontal cortex (94) or the nucleus accumbens (75). In
addition, local infusion into the nucleus accumbens of either
amphetamine or glutamate antagonists did not alter the
magnitude of conditioned inhibition, as they alter respond-
ing to conditioned reinforcers trained in an operant situa-
tion (46,236).

In an appetitive learning situation, Holland et al. re-
ported that lesions of the hippocampus appeared to block
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feature negative conditional discrimination (127), a phe-
nomenon closely related to conditioned inhibition.

Several studies suggested that the lateral septum may play
an important role in conditioned inhibition. Using pav-
lovian discriminative fear conditioning, single-unit firing
rates in the dorsal lateral septal nucleus increased in the
presence of a conditioned inhibitor and decreased in the
presence of a conditioned excitor (238,254). This finding
was not seen when recordings were made in the medial
septal nucleus (253). More recently, Yadin and Thomas
reported that stimulation of the same area of dorsolateral
septal nucleus inhibited restraint stress-induced ulcers
(255). Using c-fos mRNA as a measured of neuronal activa-
tion, we found a unique increase in c-fos in a ventral part of
the lateral septum, the so-called septohypothalamic nucleus,
when a conditioned inhibitor of fear was presented (53).
Curiously, however, lesions of the lateral septal nucleus did
not block the expression of conditioned inhibition in pre-
liminary pilot studies, although further work certainly is
required to evaluate the role of the lateral septum, perhaps
using acute inactivation techniques rather than lesions.

One study suggests that the dorsal central gray may play
an important role in conditioned inhibition of fear. Fendt
reported that posttest infusions of 5 ng of picrotoxin (a
GABA chloride channel blocker) into the dorsal central
gray, but not the lateral or ventrolateral central gray, reduced
the expression of conditioned inhibition without affecting
the expression of conditioned fear (81). Although this result
is complicated by the finding that neither 2.5-ng doses nor
10-ng doses affected conditioned inhibition, it raises the
intriguing possibility that a conditioned inhibitor of fear
releases GABA into the dorsal central gray. Alternatively,
because low doses of picrotoxin would be expected to acti-
vate the dorsal central gray by removing tonic inhibition,
these results could be interpreted as indicating that the dor-
sal central gray is involved in inhibiting an unknown brain
structure mediating conditioned inhibition (81). Given the
prominent role of the central gray in the expression of fear
(162), more work is needed to investigate the role of the
dorsal central gray in conditioned inhibition of fear.
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